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OGantt Bug Fixes

ID : 1738 Fixed in version : 4.1.0.1

Short Description: Unable to delete a suspension

Full Description:  With the sample library, if there is an activity which spans over the weekend and if i add a new
suspension, the suspension cannot be deleted.

Steps:
1. Create an activity which spans over a weekend (eg. from wednesday to wednesday)
2. Add a suspension on sunday
3. Try to delete the suspension.

I've recorded a video which is too big, so i've uploaded it to Firefox Send (the download link will last
for 7 days)

https://send.firefox.com/download/5af1708df5edd086/#VT-8arigwNdLtZLC7rSUKQ

Comments : The way the original code deletes suspension was by shifting subsequent phase-blocks and
suspensions to the start date of the suspension to be deleted. The problem was that when a suspension
starts on a non-working day, the code responsible for shifting phase-blocks and suspensions could not
set the start date of a phase-block to a non-working day and consequently set it to the first working day
following the start of the suspension. As a result, the suspension was not completely removed, just
altered.

I added some code that detects if the suspension failed to be removed by the above process. The new
code simply merges the phase-blocks preceding and following the suspension. I believe this is save as
the merging simply causes the new combined phase-block to swallow up the non-working time
occupied by the suspension to be deleted, without effecting any additional suspensions and
phase-blocks further along. Thus the merge simply deletes what remained of the suspension on the
non-working days.

ID : 1758 Fixed in version : 4.1.0.2

Short Description: Unable to modify cells contents on Gantt tree list

Full Description:  - Open a gantt chart using Brainy Data example
- Click on a treelist cell to start the editing
- It isn't possible modify the cell contents
- Any key pressed doesn't reach the event 'evTLTextChanged'
- I attached a screenshot example
- It occure using Win or macOS systems

Thanks in advance

AttachedFile: GanttExample.jpeg

Comments : This issue has been resolved
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ID : 1805 Fixed in version : 4.1.0.3

Short Description: Crash closing window in macOS

Full Description: There is an intermittent crash when closing a window in macOS when using Studio 8.1.7.2.

Comments :
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